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British India. In the Ottoman case, the rationale for the officials' feeling of superiority can be explained neither by means of imperialism nor by means of colonialism, but more justly with recourse to the concept of 'civilising mission'. Based on the idea of being at the forefront of progress and having a mission to 'uplift' provincial populations to a higher level of civility, civilising missions are, in contrast to colonialism, not founded on the assumption of unchangeable difference. 4 Together with the discourses on civilisation, the self-consciousness of the bureaucratic elite was available to render the provincial high officials as morally, physically and intellectually advanced in a Darwinian sense, which led to the self-perpetuation of supremacy in moral, cultural, economic, social and political matters.
To 'mainstream' the Ottoman Empire and integrate it into academic debates on imperialism and colonialism elsewhere in the world, some scholars have proposed an Ottoman notion of 'imperialism as instantiating colonial situations', with a warning that 'one should not automatically equate colonialism with European expansion and European domination of overseas peoples and cultures'. According to this alternative proposal to the modernisation paradigm, 'we are dealing with an Ottoman imperialism without colonies but one which generated, in certain places and at certain times, colonial situations'. 5 Scholarship on 'Ottoman colonialism' is generally based on the conditions of the Arab provinces of the empire only, as can be seen from the title of the main collection of essays on the topic, The Empire in the City: Arab Provincial Capitals in the Late Ottoman Empire (2002). Another well-known historian who has written on the issue, Selim Deringil, also provides examples solely from Libya, Hicaz and Yemen. He claims that 'the Ottoman elite conflated the ideas of modernity and colonialism, and applied the latter as means of survival against an increasingly hostile world', and 'adopted the mindset of their enemies, the arch-imperialists, and came to conceive of its periphery as a colonial setting'. Although positing clearly the difference with the British or French experience, by arguing that the Ottoman population had a far greater negotiating power, Deringil has focused on the Ottoman elite's use of the 'civilising motif' similar to the White Man's Burden applied by the British in India. He is rightfully pointing out their stance of moral superiority, leading to a position of moral distance, and a perception of 'them' and 'us' among the ruling elite. 6 One of my intentions is to show that the same arguments regarding the civilising mission and moral superiority can be used for core provinces of the empire, here represented by the case of Konya, the biggest province in Anatolia. My conclusion is that the signifying power of these elite feelings amongst the Ottoman administrative class cannot be confined to their deployment in colonialist situations in Arab lands precisely because a similar attitude and stance are voiced by the rulers of the core provinces of the empire.
Ottoman governors, inspection tours and provincial reports
Most of the late Ottoman governors were energetic modern bureaucrats following imperial instructions and shaping these instructions by their suggestions grounded on their observations. They engaged in substantial civic improvement projects and revitalised urban institutions. Going on tour was the most important means of getting to know the districts and their people, and reviewing the activities of the subordinated local governments. While the governor otherwise had to rely on the writings of the lower officials, by a tour in the province he could gain direct information. The aims of the inspections were to observe local needs directly, deal quickly with abuses and meet local officials, whom the governor also had to correct and motivate to work. The inspection 388
A. K|rm|z| tour was a very important instrument in controlling the local sub-governors. Sub-governors and other provincial officials criticised for acting corruptly or tyrannically were charged and transferred as a result of such tours. Governors interviewed local officials, visited the main public institutions of the area and organised meetings with local people, who talked more freely in the open about their needs and grievances than they did in an office in front of the desks of officials. Under the auspices of the tours, the public needs of the towns and villages were observed directly. The governor was officially concerned with all matters affecting the conditions of the province's subjects. Although governors of the late Ottoman Empire occasionally engaged in inspection tours and ad hoc investigations, the powers and procedure of conducting the inspections had not been clearly defined by legislation. The first time an imperial order demanding inspection tours from all governors in general was sent to the provinces was on 27 February 1861. According to this order, the director of the smallest administrative unit (mu¨du¨r) had to tour his kaza every three months, the sub-governor (kaymakam) his sancak every six months, and the governor of the province (vali) his vilayet at least once a year. 7 It is possible to take this date as the beginning of ordinary inspection tours by provincial governors. But for a definite legislative policy, we need to have recourse to the Provincial Administration Law of 1871, which dictated that the governors had a specific obligation to undertake tours of inspection to outlying places under their control at least once or twice a year, not exceeding three months in total. 8 Providing a written account of these tours was not mentioned in the law and thus seems not to have been obligatory, since it was not specifically ordered. 9 Some governors, however, wrote a detailed provincial report just after returning from the tour to the centre of the vilayet, and sent it on to Istanbul. The itineraries, the places and dates of departures, were mentioned in the beginnings of the reports, which were mainly sent to the Ministry of the Interior. Places were described elaborately. The reports included edited memoranda on the general conditions, the course of events, operations concerning the administrative branches, witnesses and local needs of sub-districts visited and inspected by the governor. Institutional and physical improvements were noticed. Sometimes statistical material and other figures were submitted as appendices.
During the sultanate of Abdulhamid II (1876-1909), which was the time of effective implementation of these provincial inspection tours, these reports were also sent to the palace as well as the Grand Vizier, and not just to the relevant Ministry of the Interior. Abdulhamid II is known for never having visited any province during his long rule. This fact makes the details in the reports more meaningful, considering that the reports were written with an expectation that the Sultan would also read them himself.
Although compelled by official decree, many governors were not regularly going round their provinces, or they were doing it in a rather casual way. Because of workload, fear of losing control of the conduct of business in the provincial centre, or lack of resources or interest, governors did not always comply with the exhortations of the law. And those reports written by energetic governors, at the very sunset of the Ottoman Empire, the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, have either been neglected or wrongly categorised in Ottoman scholarship. Little is known about the nature and complications of these tours and the reports written afterwards.
In Ottoman studies, vilayet reports are not distinguished as a specific category of sources and are usually treated carelessly as a part of the general bundle of reports presented to the Sultan. 10 I have argued that the reports prepared by governors on their provinces, beginning with a clear formula that the text was written 'after a tour in the sub-provinces', constitute a category of writing, a genre, in itself.
11 My further argument
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here is that vilayet reports are worth studying as a source within the larger field, or more capacious genre, of travel writing.
Tour reports of the governor of Konya This article will treat provincial reports as travel texts written by administrators who were mostly alien to the territories over which they ruled and through which they travelled. After a general description of the kind of texts being explored, which are all to be found in the Primeministerial Ottoman Archives (BOA) in Istanbul, the main focus will be on the reports Throughout his years of government, Ferid Pasha maintained a hectic schedule and travelled extensively throughout Konya province familiarising himself with local conditions. As his journeys were extensions of his official life as a governor, he inspected the general state of administration, incomes and expenditures, public works, the schools, the dispensaries, the state of water supply, settlement work and other such matters throughout the various sub-districts of Konya.
The governor's general reports on many different specific topics were mostly based on his experiences from these provincial tours. Ferid Pasha openly remarked in one such a report, that he postponed exposing his observations, opinions and recommendations 'to the consequences of experiences' (netaˆyic-i tecaˆribe terk eylemis°). Only after having 'rounded and inspected all directions, the districts, subdistricts, and even towns and villages, forming the province in the last three-and-a-half years many times,' 12 did he consider himself able to present the whole picture on the provincial state of education.
The tours could be taken anytime during the year. Since the aim was not mere pleasure, announcing the difficulties of his journey and remarking on the unexpectedly harsh physical realities, Ferid Pasha described his tour in 1901 as follows: 'In the midst of the heavy winter, my journey and work aimed at examining the local needs to procure effects like spreading the means of justice and ensuring the development of public works, and thus to cite the blessings about the holy entity [the Sultan].' 13 He returned from this tour encompassing Beys°ehri, Seydis°ehri, Bozk|r, Karaman and Belviran after 12 days of 'inspecting the general conditions and the current transactions' (ahvaˆl-i umumiyye ile mu'aˆmelaˆt-{ caˆriye-i hu¨kuˆmeti teftıŝ°). For him, all departments of the province needed to be pursued and inspected, even when most of the officials were doing their work at best. 14 The places and dates of departures are mentioned in the beginnings of the reports sent to the Minister of the Interior: 'In order to do the rounds of inspection of the subordinate places of the province, I departed from Konya to Uluborlu on 30 August.' 15 We can understand the main motives of the inspection tours from the beginning sentences of his reports. The governor begins one report by mentioning that '[t]he edited memorandum on the general conditions, the course of events, witnesses and local needs of the kazas and the sancak of Nig˘de which [he] went round and inspected, is submitted in the appendix.' 16 
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On another case, he writes '[t]he conclusions of [his] witnesses and informations, and humble operations concerning the administrative branches' of the sancaks of Hamidabad, Burdur and Teke. 17 As usual in other writings of the era, these reports were also sent to the palace as well as the Grand Vizier, and not just the relevant Ministry of the Interior.
From his report of 20 November 1898, we learn that Ferid Pasha had been touring the districts of Beys°ehri, Seydis°ehri, Akseki, _ Ibrad|, Alaiyye, Elmal| and Antalya for a month. Here, he describes his purpose again as 'ensuring the good circulation of justice and completing the means of the prosperity of the province.' 18 In Seydis°ehri, he visited the Sufi S°eyh Abdullah Efendi, 'who evinced the good will of all Anatolia because of his ascetism and piety and whose sainthood is famed,' and took his blessings. 19 According to local public memory, the Pasha was frequently using inspection tours as a pretext to visit the sheikh, because he was reputedly a disciple of the Naks°ibendi Sufi order. Here it was that the governor stayed for a few days during his last visit, after which the sheikh ordered his hundreds of medrese students into the garden and prayed for the governor. When the sheikh told him that this was their last meeting, the governor feared that he was implying his death, but the sheikh relieved him: 'We will not see each other again, but this is more fortunate for you.' After the parting, he learned that he was summoned to Istanbul, where he was going to be appointed as Grand Vizier, the highest position to reach as a statesman. 20 
A long tour in the midst of Anatolia
The longest provincial report of Ferid Pasha, consisting of 20 A3 pages and over 8800 words, the main text to be examined in this article, is dated 6 June 1899. 21 This provincial report, a very good representative of the category, is organised around the subtitles of Administration (Mu¨lkiye), Finance (Maliye), Education (Maarif), Justice (Adliye), Public Works (Nafia), Endowments (Evkaf) and Mines (Maadin). The report contains valuable accounts of small townships and even villages.
The diligent governor departed from Konya on Thursday, 18 May, travelled through Gaferyad, Karaman, Ereg˘li, Hamidiye (S°u¨caeddin), Nig˘de, Nevs°ehir and Aksaray in twenty days, and came back to Konya on 6 June. 22 The first point of destination of the trip was Gaferyad, a subdistrict of Karaman. The governor speaks of his trip in the mode of impersonal passive. His description of space is not immune to the workings of time; on the contrary, he historicises the places he observes. Here, Gaferyad takes its place in history, with a complex past revealed by his reflections upon the issue of population decrease. Overtaxation, health issues and water supply are pointed out as reasons for the decrease.
Once an important place, its population had scattered in the last 20 or 30 years. For the benefit of prosperity, some notifications and advice were recommended to the newly appointed Director Remzi Efendi. Investigations were also undertaken regarding the reasons for many people moving away to neighbouring villages, especially to Aladag˘. Although it appeared that a portion of the available population had departed to various places because of multifarious taxes, others had left with the hope of better agricultural opportunities and more productive farming. Meanwhile, an outbreak of syphillis in the township had conjoined with these spurs to dispersal and caused a deplorable devastation. The Pasha writes As I perfected the means of the conservation of general health -by courtesy of the welfare loving sovereign -with the construction of a hospital to defy this disease, the dispatch of the fifteen persons verified as being afflicted with the syphillis disease and their treatment in the Studies in Travel Writing 391 mentioned special hospital has been recommended and implemented. Another reason for the dispersion of the community was found to be the disproportion of water with the need and the incapacity of the land to produce without irrigation. If irrigation problems were solved, the township would gain its old prosperity, as put forth by some [people], but the conveyance from the lake, behind the ardous mountains enclosing one side of the township, by means of a designed watercourse, requires a huge amount of expenditure, and is therefore seen as impossible to be implemented. 23 The governor links the solution of the water supply problem to the facilitation of transportation. With the arrival of the railroad, the equipment for the construction of channels bringing water from the lake will also be accomplished: 'With help of the convenience to be ensured and achieved by the railway soon to pass over Karaman, the conveyance of the water will be surely procured and supplied as well.' Here he defines the railway as the 'bearer of prosperity of a province.' The fact that the provincial conditions may be improved by canals and railways is interesting for the way in which this proposal positions the province within a discourse of infrastructural potential and improvement. This discourse is the most important ongoing subject in all provincial reports. The next day, the governor went on to Karaman. He expresses unintentionally an experience of nostalgia, remembering the old good days of this little town. Descriptions of every destination begin with information concerning the precise population. An accurate accounting of the population was an important element in the expectations of state bureaucrats and authorities at the centre of the imperial state
The next day, having departed from here [Gaferyad], Karaman aka Larende, the centre of the district of Karaman, was reached. While this town was a giant city with 80,000 houses and 300,000 inhabitants three centuries ago, today the whole subdistrict has 5,848 houses and a population of 31,377. And now the town, with just 1,570 houses and 5,117 inhabitants, both its inner and outer landscape, is found looking like a ruin. 24 The report goes on with an account of historical monuments of the town. Ferid Pasha continues to use the metaphor of 'ruin' (haraˆbe) in describing the desolation. But for Karaman he uses the word haraˆbezaˆr, a reinforced version of haraˆbe, the word used for the smaller town of Gaferyad Here, the holy grave of the mother of Hazret-i Mevlana, may God bless his divine soul, and some structures of ancient Islamic monuments like the Hatuniye Madrasah, are present, but most of them ruined with the lapse of time. Although allowance and direction for the reconstruction and revivification of one or two of them was given five years ago, somehow no acts and deeds were performed. 25 His use of the term I have translated here as 'somehow' (her nas{lsa) is worth attention. The governor uses this term to denounce the failures of his several predecessors. The term is also, furtively, used for an argument not proper to be spoken openly. He will use this phrase again when he points out that his demand for the appointment of an interrogator to Nig˘de has been ignored for a long time. 26 In this sense, it is not only used as a valid critique of former governors or other officials. 27 He used the word previously to refer to the spread of syphillis in Gaferyad, probably to avoid mentioning prostitution (kasabada her nas{lsa Frengi illeti), and will use it again below, when he states that Nevs°ehir 'somehow did not progress as desired' (her nas{lsa arzu derecesinde terakkıˆedememis°).
Order and cleanliness
Ferid Pasha worked and lived in Istanbul for over 10 years before he came to this Anatolian province totally unknown to him. One can particularly observe this background 392
A. K|rm|z| in his will to change the settings of towns according to his metropolitan expectations. The governor sought to impose metropolitan ideas of order and cleanliness, and medical care -as evidenced by the case of syphillis above -upon the province. In his two days of residence here, all the matters of administrative departments were examined and inspected. The governor of the subdistrict was commended for the enjoyment of prosperity and sanitisation of the town. The wheat market, however, where various stores of provisions were bought and sold, was considered by the governor to be in a very inappropriate place within the town, because the provisions accumulating here sometimes hindered the traffic, and grain was stamped into dust by people's feet.
We are led to surmise that it was out of an obsession with ordering provincial space in terms of a geometric shaping thought necessary for governing the placement and symbolism of buildings, as well as commercial efficiency, that the governor ordered the transfer of the market to another place. For this purpose, he prescribed the setting up of a commission, including some members of the municipality board and other concerned people. He instructed the commission also to gather the balance dues of the municipality taxes, the purchase of a fire hose and the repair of the present water pump, the medicine needed for the municipal pharmacy, supplying the arrears of the money to be paid for the syphilis hospital in Konya, and the transportation of the syphilis patients of Karaman.
The governor was not touring alone. One of his accompanying staff was the head of the military battalion of the centre of the province (merkez tabur ag˘as{). The policemen of Karaman were inspected by this commander, and four of them who claimed to be in impaired health were reported as being fit for service after being examined by the municipal physician. After its inspection, the prison was found to be well provisioned with the means of 'cleaning and hygiene'. Nevertheless, the governor stresses that he has instructed the staff about the need for cleaning and refreshing the dorms as often as possible. 28 During his tour, the governor enjoys the fertile arable fields, but for a very pragmatic purpose. When he departs from Karaman to Ereg˘li, he notes that on his way he observed cultivated lands, prayed to God for the signs of blessings and fertility, and stated his expectations of a beneficial year for the imperial treasure house. 29 'Total benefit' (menfaat-{ ku¨lliye) is the expression he uses, almost shamelessly. This articulation arises from seeing the land as an untapped resource, capable of providing considerable wealth for the central treasury. Exploiting a language of financial gain, the governor shows one side of the raison d'eˆtre of his governorship: to bolster the agricultural economy of the districts in order to feed the central economy.
Terakki and Umran: progress and prosperity
Indicative of the modern intellectual profile of his time, the governor is very progressive and makes comparisons between spaces. Although Ereg˘li is 'more capable of progress' than Karaman, in terms of geography, because of its fertile soil and rich water sources, there was not much to be seen as evidence of prosperity. 30 Cultivators were few, so the governor notified the district officials that they must do their best for prosperity and the increase in cultivation. 31 Terakkıˆand umraˆn, progress and prosperity, are almost the keywords of the report, easy to trace at every beginning of a description of a town. One has also to note that the word umran can be used interchangeably for both civilisation (medeniyet) and progress (terakkı), as indicated in the dictionaries of the day. 32 
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Ferid Pasha uses this language of progress concerning all places he toured. Here he uses it also for Nevs°ehir, 'which was anciently known as Nisa and a famous city', yet 'somehow did not progress as desired, and this was because of its distance to the railway, as well as the population's indifference to education and industry'. But now, after the completion of the Ankara and Konya rail routes and the Nig˘de to Mersin road in recent years, the desire for trade has found its place in the public mind, he reports. The art of carpet weaving had also improved since he came to the province last year, and during this short period, the 'results of prosperity' have become visible. Ferid Pasha asserts his strong hopes for the eventual perfection of prosperity. 33 Aksaray is also described by the governor as 'a town at the edge of an immense domain, open to all kinds of progress' (her du¨rlu¨terakkıŷaˆta mu¨ste'id). Ferid Pasha mentions the favours of the Sultan in regard of public works and attributes him with the capacity to deliver progress (saˆye-i terakkıvaˆye-i paˆdis°aˆhıde).
Just as he recalled the old name of Nisa for Nevs°ehir, the governor recalls ancient history while narrating his visit to Kilisehisar. This village, belonging to the sub-district of Bor in the Nig˘de sancak, was built on the ground of Tiyans°ehir, 'the centrum of the ancient province of Tiryantis' (kadim Tiyantis eyaletinin merkezi olan Tiyans°ehir s°ehrinin arsas{ u¨zerine mebnıˆbulunan Kilisehisar karyesi). The governor paid a flying visit of two hours only to see this ancient site (ug˘ran{larak iki saat kadar tevaˆkuf olunmus°).
34
In taking care of what he perceived to be problems, Ferid Pasha's most visible accomplishments were in the development of educational facilities. He opened up many new primary and middle schools in the province. After counting his many services in this area, he states at the end of the chapter on education that 'the most possible is done in an orderly fashion for the progress of educational issues, and everywhere [the number of] primary schools are increasing; the people are pressured and encouraged continuously, in accord with the recent instruction of the Sublime Porte to build a primary school in every village'. 35 
Non-Muslims and inter-communal affairs
The governor describes Hamidiye, a district in the sancak of Nig˘de, multi-dimensionally, by positing the town geographically, historically and statistically, all in a single sentence Hamidiye, also called S°u¨ca'uddin, is a broad village in-between the Toros mountains-chain, placed within a basin encircled by high hills. The population here included five to six hundred Christian miners emigrated from Gu¨mu¨s°hane of the Trabzon province to work in the imperial mine of Bulgardag˘|. 36 Under the title of 'Mines', Ferid Pasha delivered further details on Bulgardag˘|
The mines here have been run by the government for seventy years. Although they number over one hundred, only thirteen of the mines are active, providing gold, silver and litharge (mu¨rdesenk). The village has a population of six hundred, and two hundred of them are miners, almost all Christian, with quite a few Muslims. 37 The governor states the unprofitability and financial difficulties of the mines by means of numbers ('hard data'), calling for either increasing capital expenditure or outsourcing them to contractors by inviting bids. Under 'Education', the governor states again that most of the population of this tiny town were Christians and miners, and they had their own schools. He advised them to conduct carefully the education in these schools 'within the official course'. 38 
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We learn a lot about inter-communal affairs of some towns and villages. In the village of Melekubi at Nevs°ehir, for example, we read of a conflict between Muslims and Christians over a school project of the Muslims to be implemented on a ground neighbouring a Christian property. The Christians did not want the windows of the school to be open with views over their side of the property. Ferid Pasha ordered the kaymakam to send representatives of both sides to the provincial council in Konya to prove their cases legally. The governor also sent the government physician Andoniyadi Efendi, an Orthodox Greek, to preach to the Christians. Andoniyadi managed to calm the minds of his co-religionists, and convinced them not to hinder the construction of a building by Muslims for such a noble purpose as the 'procurement of the splendours of education'. 39 In Bor, when investigating the complaints about the sub-district governor, Ferid Pasha found out that one part of the problem was related to non-Muslims and education: 'The kaymakam boosted and facilitated the attendance of Christian children at the middle school and attracted the anger of one or two members of the clerical establishment.' 40 
Using a marble pillar as a road roller
Among the governor's many lively descriptions of towns, he reports how Aksaray is 'a town at the edge of an immense domain, open to any kind of progress'. Despite these geographical advantages, Aksaray's population was susceptible to malaria and other illnesses because of its bad climate. Ferid Pasha expresses his hopes that the projects he initiated to change the water sources will be able to decrease the incidence of illness. Another problem in Aksaray was the malfunctioning postal system, about which the inhabitants rightly complained to the authorities. Aksaray is far away, at a 28-hours' distance, from Konya. Although it is possible to send letters with the railway in one and a half days, or to send horsemen (or tatars as the riding postmen were called) twice a week, postal documents are sent first to Nig˘de and reach Konya only in 11 days. The businessmen, tired of this inefficient operational logic, frequently called upon passengers going to Konya to mediate and act as conveyors.
Ferid Pasha's report informs us also about the collapsed or ruined roads and bridges that hinder trade between villages and towns. He gave orders to repair two fallen bridges on the road from Konya to Karaman and reports that the three kilometres of incompleted road between Karaman and Silifke, as well as some other sections of the Konya-Karaman road, will be finished next year. There is no proper highway between Ereg˘li and Nig˘de. Although the field system in between consists of flat plains and is easy to cross, in winter time most of the route becomes a marshland; some marshy areas remain throughout the summer and menace the postal transportation. Therefore, the best solution would be to build a highway through Bor, for which a project had already been undertaken the previous year. 41 Meanwhile, another road is being constructed to connect Ereg˘li to Konya through Karap|nar. There is also no road between Ereg˘li and Uluk|s°la. On this route there is a difficult place to pass, called Ç |yanbeli. Considering that this pass is on the route of the Damascus post, its construction is urgent and will begin in the autumn. The way connecting Uluk|s°la to the Nig˘de-Mersin highroad will begin to be constructed next year. There is no way out from the mining town of Hamidiye. Ferid Pasha is aware of the importance of transporting the minerals to trade centres and has ordered the surveying of a road from Hamidiye to Ç iftehan, located on the Nig˘de-Mersin highway. But he informs the authorities in detail about the disagreement over payments with the contractor, which have delayed the construction of the last five kilometres of the road.
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A rather curious technological innovation of Ferid Pasha is foregrounded in this part of his report, after the observation of the difficulties in the road-rolling process on the Nig˘de-Bor road, a part of the Mersin highway: He recommends that the sub-governor use an ancient marble pillar weighing 1500 kilos, which he saw in Bor, as a road roller! 42 This is a very interesting example of the practical and pragmatic working of the modern bureaucratic mindset of the time. In tune with the new era, the governor draws attention to past inefficiencies. He denounces his predecessors by remarking that 'for the past six to seven years road construction is wholly abandoned in the province of Konya' and reports that nobody seems to have cared about the work obligations of the subjects (amele-i mu¨kellefe), a case he has now revived and implemented for the development of the province. Whereas public works had been stopped fully, he managed to make many monumental achievements within a brief time. 43 In the concluding paragraph of the governmental tour report, he points to 'the progress of the province, which expands from day to day, and its security, which is perfect' (vilaˆyetin gu¨nden gu¨ne tevessu¨'etmekde olan terakkıŷaˆt{yla berkemaˆl olan aˆsaˆyis°i) and ensures that he will 'further care for the ascendency of the prosperity of the land' (izdiyaˆd-{ u¨mraˆn-{ memleket hakk{nda her du¨rlu¨takayyu¨daˆta devam edileceg˘i). He also indicates that he had visited some of the same places the previous year, 44 using these references to former journeys to measure and assess progress.
Conclusion
Depictions of travel appear in all manner of texts. Far from existing only as a distinct and coherent genre, travel writing has no neat and easily identifiable formal boundaries. Multiple subgenres of travel writing contain many formal differences from each other. Travellers of all kinds documented their experiences not only in private letters and diaries, or other kinds of life writing, but also in official correspondence: all these are forms of writing that contribute to the genre without fitting the remit of self-conscious works of 'travel writing.' My aim has been to draw attention to the inspection reports of provincial governors by setting them within the framework of travel writing and showing they are not exclusively a source for social and political historians, but should be read by scholars of travel writing as well. Like all forms of travel writing, they have their political determinants and contexts. Official reports naturally bear the stamp of governmentality in obvious ways. But all travel writing is conditioned by its contexts of production and reception. I hope to have shown how these reports share many features with other subgenres of travel writing.
Governors played the role of intermediary in bringing the vast territories of the empire under the desired firm control of the state. Their districts were invariably alien to the governors until they visited them: in other words, they were touring places to which they had never been before. Ferid Pasha, while governor of Konya, undertook periodic inspection tours, dutifully reporting his findings and suggestions to the relevant government authorities. His intention of presenting 'the conclusions of his humble witnessings and studies' (netıĉe-i mes°huˆdaˆt ve {tt{laˆ'aˆt-{ aˆcizaˆnem) was clearly a subjective enterprise. The governor's discursive strategy was to present the bad conditions he inherited from his predecessors and to show what he had done to solve the problems. He tended to articulate a strong set of generic conventions when he praised the Sultan in his writings. One does not expect the expression of emotional experience in an official's report. But the governor uses these conventions as a pretext to praise his own activities.
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In a way, in his report he is constructing an image of himself, as a hardworking and intelligent official, who is very loyal to the Sultan and the state. He reports his journey mostly in third person, but from time to time he switches to the first person, in order represent himself in this way. Ferid Pasha's audience was not a wide public, only the Sultan and the highest bureaucratic echelon. As a governor of one of the largest provinces of the late Ottoman Empire, Ferid Pasha spun webs of imperial power from within the province, despite the distance between the central city of the province, where the provincial bureaucracy was situated, and the capital. The reports reduce the provincial actors into objects of the governor's more knowledgeable will and gaze. They become subject to his instructions and expected to obey him without questioning his interference into provincial matters, although this was probably not the case. Ferid Pasha demonstrates his imprinting or inscribing of imperial power and privilege within his very sentences by drawing attention to his orders precisely as they were delivered to his subordinates.
An important structure at work in the text is the language of progress. He has 'translated' the province's landscapes into the language of the imperial centre, thereby 'translating' one place into another and for another. 45 We can consider this kind of report writing as the project of a modernising state, undertaken in the interests of trying to make disappear a non-modern world by imprinting the seal of modernity over it. From this perspective, the governor's journey is quite unlike the experiences of better-known colonial explorers, in a quest of the exotic and authentic, in the late nineteenth century. Ferid Pasha definitely was an enlightened man believing in the value of progress, working hard for the consolidation of a metropolitan culture in provincial towns. His engagement with technical details is an indication that he was coming encumbered with a certain metropolitan cultural baggage to these provincial corners. A kind of 'civilising mission' retained a profound resonance in his understanding of the provincial world, apart from any question of colonialist dominion as such. Agriculture, trade, public works and education are to be depicted as the most important means by which Ferid Pasha concentrated his efforts in this regard. Birgit Scha¨bler's arguments, that 'civilizing missions are born out of modernizing discourses at the inner boundary' and that an Ottoman mission civilisatrice extended to the rural 'countryside, in general, if not to the provinces as a whole' 46 is more than fitting to describe the discourse of his provincial reports. This characteristic feature of the modern Ottoman bureaucrat is to be observed in many of Ferid Pasha's other and earlier reports. In a foreword to a provincial report, he stresses the importance of progress and proliferation or increase (terakki ve tevessu¨'), in agriculture, trade and public works, for stimulating 'general happiness and wealth', and the significance of education for 'all kinds of progress and proliferation of civilisation' (her du¨rlu¨terakkiyaˆt ve tefeyyu¨zaˆt-{ medeniye). 47 He used the binary of savage and civilised many times in his earlier writings, long before he became governor of Konya. Just after the Russian War 20 years before, in his mission as judicial inspector in Diyarbekir, a province in south-east Anatolia, he described the population as savage and nomadic (ahalisinin vahs°et ve bedeviyeti), and drowned in the darkness of ignorance (ahalisinin mu¨stag˘rak oldug˘u zulaˆm-{ cehalet). Therefore, according to him, it was impossible immediately to implement the imperial regulations prepared for the more civilised parts of the Ottoman Empire. 48 As a 30-year-old feverish young inspector of justice, he even dared to suggest the temporary application of martial law in the Diyarbekir province, offering the example of its success in British India. 49 His opinions of this kind are extremely important when considering that he will become Grand Vizier after his governorship in Konya. Moreover, he was Albanian in origin, and, as the top statesmen, he had to read the reports of Studies in Travel Writing 397 governors of the Albanian territories of the Ottoman Empire, which were also considered savage lands in the minds of his fellow bureaucrats. His sensitivities in this regard we can only speculate about, as he seems not to have written about them. We still have many questions to answer in order to understand the writing process of these kinds of reports. How did the governor rework his observations? How did he modify his earlier notes into a formal report? Did he keep a journal to use as an aide-memoire, as the basis for the official version of the report? Were his co-travellers, the subordinate officials taking the notes and modifying them, perhaps even incorporating their own observations? Did the officials keep their own journals and see different things because of their different positions? And, what about the silences of the text, the very personal observations that would not fit into a formal report? Knowing more about the construction process of the text would give us important clues to understand the fin de sie`cle functioning of an imperial bureaucratic mentality, their technology of representation, as well as the cultural formations of which they were a part, and their specific discursive frames.
Notes

